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Motivation
To achieve internal quality of cast metal materials, it is possible, in many cases, with the use of filtration which is an integral part of foundry
technology in many foundry operations nowadays. It aids to achieve high quality of castings and helps to remove defects and a lot of production
problems. The aim of filtration is to take up nonmetallic inclusions which get into the gating from the ladle but also such inclusions that are formed
during casting. The result of this melt “refinement” is the metal homogeneity enhancement, mechanical property improvement, lots of metallurgical
defects removing, casting surface quality advancement and significant betterment of machinability.
The filters currently used in foundry production are in some respects inadequate - for example, in the casting of aluminium alloys, the melt is fouled
with iron, which dissolves from the steel filters. This is particularly the case when returnable material (sprues with cast filters) is used in the charge.
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The metal filters are manufactured by a two-stage
investment casting technology using a disposable
evaporable polymer pattern. By simply changing the
parameters of the initial polymer pattern (these
materials are produced in a wide range of porosity), we
are able to change the resulting parameters of the
casting or cast metal filter. The cast metal filter thus has
high shape and dimensional variability, and filters with
different porosities or pore sizes can be produced. We
can therefore produce filters with different filtration
efficiencies for use in the production of a wide range of
different castings.

Principle of use - application example
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On the basis of laboratory and semi-operational tests within
the framework of the TH02020668 project, a functional sample
of a cast metal filter made of Al alloy or Cu alloy was created
using a two-stage investment casting technology using an
evaporable polymer pattern.
Cast metal filters with irregular internal structure were used
for liquid metal filtration in a foundry mould. Based on these
experiments, it was shown that the filter is able to trap the
oxide blan type inclusions that are typical of aluminum alloys
before melting. The filter anchored these inclusions so that
they did not get further into the volume of the casting itself.
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Contribution
By introducing the use of cast metal filters for filtration of liquid metal in foundry moulds, it can be assumed that the scrap rate in foundry operations
will be reduced and the quality of produced castings will be increased.
At the same time, in non-ferrous foundries, the use of metal filters based on the same element as the alloy being cast can be expected to reduce the
costs associated with cleaning and refining the melt from disparate particles and harmful elements introduced into the melt when remelting the
return material with cast ceramic filters or Fe-based metal filters commonly used.
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